This paper presents results of a coupling of the Volume-of-Fluid Large-Eddy simulation (VOF-LES) of the jet primary breakup with a Lagrangian stochastic spray simulation of a GDi multi-hole injector. The objective is to assess the potential of replacing the phenomenological models of jet primary atomization with the stochastic parcel size -velocity data extracted from the VOF-LES analysis. The paper describes the methodology and assesses the predictive capability achieved, through comparison of the Lagrangian far-field spray simulation results with the complete experimental spray characterization data under the atmospheric ambient conditions.
INTRODUCTION
The spray primary breakup is an important intermediate phase in the spray atomization process. It represents the disintegration of the continuum liquid jet issuing from the nozzle as a result of the specific velocity, turbulence and vorticity conditions imparted onto it by the seat-nozzle geometry and the aerodynamic interactions with the ambient air (the nozzle flow cavitation compounds this complexity). It also represents a major area of shortcoming in the current Lagrangian methods for the spray analysis: the process is represented by heuristic and semi-analytical mathematical models that cannot be directly verified with the aid of experimental data, owing to the difficulty of spray droplet-size distribution measurement in the optically-dense near-nozzle region [1] .
The mathematical modelling of the processes that contribute to the primary atomization is challenging. There is increasing recognition of the substantial influence of the injector seat-nozzle geometry -and its fluid dynamic features -on the jet primary breakup structure and, thereof, the spray morphology and mactroscale parameters [1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6] . These influences are evident in the substantial difference between the breakup characteristics of GDi multi-hole sprays and the diesel sprays, which in large part are due to the seat-nozzle geometric features [2, 3, 4, 5, 6] . The available mathematical models of spray primary atomization are generally developed on the basis of the jet aerodynamic stability principles with additional phenomenological modelling account of the complex nozzle flow hydrodynamics (e.g. flow separation, turbulence, cavitation, etc.) [1, 7, 8] .
In view of the experimental complexity to measure spray in the nozzle near-field region of primary atomization, it is impossible to ascertain the predictive capability of various primary atomization models available in the literature [1, 7, 8] . Commonly, the primary and secondary atomization models are selected and their parameters are calibrated jointly based on the far-field spray macroscale data (e.g. the spray tip penetration). Therefore the predictive capability of the current primary atomization models cannot be established independently (excluding the plume cone angle, which is one verifiable output of some primary atomization models). In practice, absence of due attention to the nozzle flow complexities (e.g. flow separation within the nozzle hole) often results in an over-simplified description of the liquid jet condition (e.g. erroneous prescription of the velocity profile). This is a notable contributor to the inability of
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the spray atomization models -verified under one set of test conditions -to correctly predict the effect of changes in the fuel pressure and/or ambient conditions.
One approach to improve the predictive accuracy of Lagrangian spray simulations is through the so-called Eulerian-Lagrangian method, in which Unsteady Reynolds-Averaged Navier-Stokes (URANS) multi-phase simulation of the injector seat-nozzle flow is performed to account for the real geometry influence on the liquid jet condition at the nozzle exit (velocity profile, turbulence, liquid / vapor phase fraction). This approach still requires use and parameter-set calibration of phenomenological models of jet primary atomization, in order to determine the spray initial conditions [8, 9] . Its advantage -over a geometry-drawn prescription of the jet velocity and turbulence profiles -is the proper account of the seat-nozzle geometry influence on the nozzle-entrance flow conditions and, thereby, the liquid jet velocity, turbulence and phase-fraction at the nozzle exit.
The motivation for the present work is the development and verification of a methodology -and its constituent components -for a fully 'predictive' spray simulation method for use in the conventional CFD simulations of the GDi in-cylinder spray pattern optimization. The ultimate objective is to enable complete simulation of the spray processes based on the seat-nozzle geometric data. This entails a CFD method for prediction of the seat-nozzle flow and jet primary atomization, with intrinsic capability to reproduce the influence of seat-nozzle geometry on the plume breakup and macro-scale characteristics. The subsequent droplet atomization (i.e. droplet breakup induced by the aerodynamic -mechanical instabilities) is viewed to be governed by simpler, more universal physics and likely amenable to accurate mathematical modelling.
The Large Eddy Simulation (LES) offers potential for a direct (i.e. without resort to mathematical models) simulation of the seat-nozzle flow and near-field jet primary break-up process. If its predictive accuracy is verified, it can fill a major missing block in the current Lagrangian stochastic discrete-droplet spray simulation methodology by providing an accurate description of the spray initial droplet size-velocity probability distribution. This would afford two key advantages: (1) a capability to properly account for the complex effects of nozzle geometry on the spray primary breakup, and, hence, the complete spray atomization process, and (2) a complete simulation tool-chain for analysis of all major elements of the spray atomization and transport processes.
The LES of liquid jet primary atomization has been the subject of significant development and verification over the past decade. The capability of the method, based on the VOF or the Level-Set methods, for prediction of the interface deformation and breakup due to the capillary and aerodynamic forces has been broadly verified [10, 11, 12, 13, 14] . In applications to high pressure jet breakup, VOF-LES studies of the GDi multi-hole spray have demonstrated the capability to capture the effect of nozzle geometry on the jet breakup structure and provide good quantitative prediction of the plume near-field macroscale parameters, verified through comparison with the near-field spray shadow-graphic and X-ray imaging data [4, 5, 6] .
The quantitative analysis of the VOF-LES GDi plume primary atomization has provided physically realistic droplet size -velocity probability distribution functions [15] .
This paper is a successor of the quantitative analysis of the VOF-LES GDi plume primary atomization [15] . It attempts to assess the predictive accuracy of VOF-LES jet primary atomization data as initial conditions for Lagrangian spray simulations. The predictive accuracy is assessed through comparison of the Lagrangian simulated far-field spray with the experimental spray characterization data. The study pertains to a purpose-build GDi seat design with three skew-angled nozzle holes. The time-integrated probability density functions of the nozzle near-field droplet size and velocity data, extracted from VOF-LES simulation [15] are used as stochastic initial conditions for a Lagrangian simulation of the spray processes with the AVL-FIRE CFD code [16] , adopting the conventional discrete droplet model. A WAVE type model is used for the droplet breakup due to the droplet -air interactions. The simulated far-field spray droplet-size distribution, plume geometry, plume spread angle and the transient tip penetration under atmospheric ambient conditions are compared with the experimental data.
The objective of this study is to advance the previous work [15] by (1) development of a method for provision of the stochastic data from LES to the Lagrangian spray simulation method, (2) to verify that accurate definition of the near-field plume is sufficient for accurate prediction of the far-field spray geometry (i.e. the nozzle-exit droplet size-velocity pdf determines the plume propagation and dispersion), and (3) to indirectly evaluate the VOF-LES primary droplet-size distribution data, in the absence of experimental measurements, by examining the accuracy of the predicted temporal spray tip penetration and the far-field spray droplet-size distribution probability density function.
The good predictive accuracy of the method to simulate the complete far-field spray characteristics demonstrates that these objectives are fulfilled. The study shows that coupling of the VOF-LES with the Lagrangian method offers a feasible route towards a complete simulation tool-chain for a 'predictive' spray processes simulation method.
THE VOF-LES COMPUTATIONAL METHOD
A detailed description of the VOF-LES mathematical model and the numerical solution method employed here is available in the literature [4, 5, 6] . The methodology is formally identical to the VOF-based liquid interface tracking method in Open-FOAM [17, 18] used by various groups for the study of free-surface liquid breakup processes [12, 13] . However details of the numerical methods and the solution algorithms used may differ, with substantial implications for the numerical stability and accuracy of the solution.
In general, the challenges of the VOF-LES method application to liquid jet atomization problem are twofold: (1) those related to the LES method, notably the adequate spatial resolution, the suitable sub-grid-scale turbulence model and the solution numerical accuracy, and (2) those associated with the interface capturing/tracking scheme and preserving a sharp interface in the presence of severe interface deformation, stretching and tearing. The high computational resource requirement of the method is an additional constraint in its engineering application, requiring a judicial balance between the spatial resolution and the computational demand.
In the case of high pressure liquid jet breakup simulation, the spatial mesh resolution plays a critical role with respect to the length-scale of the smallest resolvable interface deformation. Consequently, the computational mesh size should satisfy resolution requirements with respect to both the flow Reynolds number (i.e. the turbulence scales) as well as the Weber number (i.e. the most unstable interface Kelvin-Helmholtz wavelength) conditions.
The topic of interface transport in two-phase flow systems has been the subject of numerous studies that have led to the development of multiple methods, all of which involve solution of a transport equation for a conserved variable which enables tracking and locating of the interface [19, 20, 21, 22, 23, 24 and the references cited therein]. One approach is the VOF method, originally devised by Hirt and Nicolas [20] and an alternative approach is the Level-Set method of Osher and Sethian [21] . In both cases, accurate solution of the interface transport equation requires sophisticated mathematical treatments and application of auxiliary schemes (such as the hybrid Particle-Level Set method [23] ) in order to prevent loss of interface details [22, 23, 24] . A limitation of the Level-Set method for two-phase flow in complex geometries, such as the injector internal flow domain, is the constraint of the Cartesian computational mesh [11] . The advantage of the VOF method is the flexibility to handle complex flow domain geometry due to absence of restriction on the computational mesh topology (as long as mesh quality does not hinder accurate solution of the governing conservation/transport equations). The penalty it incurs -without use of interface reconstruction schemes such as the piece-wise linear interface construction 'PLIC' method [25] -is a more diffusive solution of the interface (i.e. loss of the interface sharpness [26] ).
Conservation Equations of Multi-Phase System
The VOF-LES methodology used in the present analysis is limited to two-phase immiscible, incompressible flows and excludes a treatment of the flow cavitation. The mathematical model is composed of the governing equations for the conservation of mass and momentum of a two-phase flow system, comprised of two immiscible, incompressible Newtonian fluids, that includes the surface tension force. The set of conservation equations that describe the flow of the two-phase mixture are:
Where, U is the velocity, ρ is the density, σ is the surface tension coefficient, τ is the stress tensor, κ is the curvature of the liquid surface, and n represents a unit vector normal to the liquid surface. The operators ∇( ) and ∇·( ) denote the gradient and the divergence operations, respectively.
The integral term in equation (2) represents the momentum source due to surface tension: it is effective at the interface of the liquid surface S(t) over the entire liquid volume. This is an important source term in the numerical simulation of the liquid jet breakup process. The evaluation of this term is achieved adopting the Continuum Surface Force (CSF) model of Brackbill et al [27] as:
Where α is the "volume-of-liquid" phase-fraction obtained from solution of a transport equation and κ is the "curvature of the interface" evaluated from the solution of the phase-fraction α.
Large Eddy Simulation Method
The VOF-LES equations are derived from equations (1) (2), (3), through a process of volume averaging of the phase-weighted hydrodynamic variables. This entails decomposition of the dependent variables into resolvable and irresolvable (sub-grid) scales of turbulent fluctuations, and application of a filter that removes the sub-grid scale fluctuations from the direct numerical simulation. The filtering process, in conjunction with the non-linear term in equation (2) , produces additional terms involving correlations of the hydrodynamic variable fluctuations at sub-grid scales that require closure with the aid of mathematical models. The most notable of these terms is the Sub-Grid-Scale (SGS) stress tensor that represents the effect of unresolved scales of turbulence on the momentum transport process and its viscose dissipation. The Sub-Grid-Scale (SGS) stress is defined as: (4) Where U(t) is the instantaneous resolved velocity field. The closure of the sub-grid-scale stresses is affected through a Smagorinski-Lilly eddy-viscosity model.
VOF Interface Tracking Method
The principle of the 'Volume of Fluid' (VOF) approach is that a two-phase system can be represented as a mixture of phases in which the phase-fraction distribution includes sharp, yet resolvable, transitions between the phases. Accordingly, the interface in a two-phase flow system is computed with the aid of the transport equation for the liquid volume fraction as the indicator function to locate the interface. The transport equation for the phase fraction α, for two incompressible fluids, is: (5) According to the definition of α, the mixture thermo-physical properties are calculated as:
In the present simulations, an advanced method formulated in Open-FOAM [17] that adopts a two-fluid formulation of the conventional volume-of-fluid concept, within the frame-work of the finite-volume method, is used. The method employs a formulation of the phase transport equation that includes a 'compression velocity' term [18] which acts to maintain a sharp interface resolution, without resort to interface capturing enchantment methods.
Numerical Solution Method
The numerical solution of the VOF-LES conservation equations is performed using Open-FOAM [17] an open-source finite-volume CFD tool-box. The solution method employs a blend of temporal and spatial discretization schemes to achieve second-order temporal and spatial numerical accuracy, and to ensure that the fluid dynamic variables remain bounded. The Numerical solution of the primitivevariable flow equations is obtained with a modified PISO algorithm [17] . It should be noted that details of the numerical solution method (discretization scheme, algebraic solver, residual error, etc.) exert significant influence on the stability, realizability and numerical accuracy of the VOF and the hydrodynamic field solutions.
Computational Domain and Mesh
Figure 1 presents a view of the purpose-built 3-hole GDi seat geometry, manufactured to have three identical flow holes and counter-bore nozzles, arranged with 120° circumferential spacing. Table3) . Thus, it enables direct resolution of the velocity field of the energy containing and inertial range of the turbulence spectra in the LES calculation.
The pintle motion is not modelled in the simulation, due to severe constraints on mesh quality in the LES simulations that cannot be provided with a deforming mesh. Therefore, the VOF-LES transient seat-nozzle flow simulation is performed on a fixed-geometry mesh with the pintle at the nominal stroke position. Consequently, the initial temporal development of the seat-nozzle flow and jet primary breakup, though likely qualitatively representative, is not an authentic simulation of the injector pintle-opening phase. This is not critical since the focus of this study is on analysis of the 'stationary' spray characteristics pertinent to the fully-open pintle condition. 
Initial and Boundary Conditions
The VOF initial condition is the injector valve-group filled with liquid, from the simulation domain inlet to the pintle sealing band. The remainder of the computational domain, namely the sac-nozzle volume and the ambient space, is filled with air at the ambient conditions. At start of calculation, the liquid and air are at rest (i.e. zero initial velocity condition).
The following boundary conditions are applied:
• Inlet: Uniform inlet velocity, based on the nozzle static flow for 10MPa fuel pressure (without imposition of artificial velocity disturbances)
• Outlet: Non-reflective, uniform static ambient pressure
• Walls: zero-slip velocity condition, with law-of-the-wall treatment of sub-grid scale stresses
The outlet boundaries are at sufficient distance from the nozzle to ensure minimum reflection of pressure disturbances that may influence the jet breakup process.
Flow Conditions
The near-field spray imaging experiment and the VOF-LES simulation pertain to the injection of n-Heptane with the pressure and temperature of 10 MPa and 23°C, into ambient air at atmospheric conditions. Table 1 provides the physical properties of n-Heptane at the temperature of 23°C. Table 1 . Physical properties of n-Heptane
The relevant spray plume non-dimensional parameters -based on the nozzle diameter and n-Heptane physical properties -are provided in Table 2 . 
Computer Resources
The calculation of the governing flow equations and the interface transport questions require integration time steps of the order 1E-9 s in order to satisfy the Courant condition and ensure the solution stability and accuracy. The computation CPU time per 1μs of flow simulation is of the order 10 -15ks (i.e. ∼ 3 -4 hr.) on a cluster of high performance workstations (Xeon, 2CPU*8Core, 2.4GHz, 64GB SDRAM). The auxiliary data management adds an additional 10% to the execution time. Figure 4 presents the VOF-LES prediction of the seat-nozzle flow and the jet breakup morphology. The jet primary breakup takes place in the close vicinity of the nozzle exit and, due to its dynamic nature (caused by the turbulent nozzle flow unsteadiness) produces an unsteady plume atomization (as illustrated in Figure 4 , by the VOF contour plots of the 'stationary' spray at t = 40, 50 and 60μs). The accuracy of the plume breakup morphology has been verified through comparison with the nozzle near-field spray shadowgraphic and x-ray phase-contrast imaging data [4, 5, 6] . The x-ray imaging data confirms the jet breakup in the immediate vicinity of the nozzle exit (i.e. within the counter-bore space) [4, 5, 6] .
Results

Plume Primary Breakup Morphology
The plume primary breakup in the immediate downstream vicinity of the nozzle is a frequently-observed characteristic of the GDi spray plumes, associated with the GDi nozzles' sharp entrance edge and the short length-to-diameter (l/d ∼ 0.8-1.5) geometry [4, 5, 6] . This is an important characteristics for two reasons: (1) it signifies the major influence of the seat-nozzle geometric features on the nozzle velocity field and the plume primary breakup and (2) it enables a complete characterization of the plume primary atomization within a short downstream distance from the nozzle exit.
Plume Primary Atomization
The methodology for extracting the "discrete parcel" size and velocity statistics from the VOF-LES jet primary atomization results is explained in detail in [15] , which is the source of the 'parcel' statistical size-velocity data used in the present study.
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Parcel Size Statistics
The size distribution of the 'discrete' liquid fragments produced by the breakup is extracted from the VOF field by identifying contiguous regions of non-zero VOF that are detached from the liquid jet. The volume of a liquid fragment is calculated based on the total volume of the computational mesh that it occupies. Accordingly, a 'spherical droplet size' of equivalent volume is attributed to it [15] .
This methodology is applied to the entire 'ambient' domain of the VOF-LES simulation (in Figure 3) to characterize the droplet size-distribution in the nozzle near-field space. Figure 5 presents the instantaneous probability density functions (pdf) of the droplet-size distribution extracted from the VOF-LES solutions at selected times (t=70, 80, 90, 100 μs ASOS) after the establishing of a stationary plume, for size-bins of 1μm [15] . Figure 5 also includes the time-averaged pdf formed through application of ensemble averaging to the instantaneous droplet-size data for every 1μm size-bin. (It must be noted that since the spray has attained stationary condition -and therefore is statistically ergodic -the ensemble-average is equivalent to a time-average.) The instantaneous droplet-size pdf presents the statistics of a parcel population of about 3000. Therefore the time-averaged pdf represents a population of about 12000 droplets. The time-averaged droplet size probability distribution in Figure 5 shows increasing irregularity for parcels sizes exceeding 40μm, and sparseness for parcel sizes larger than 60μm. This is due to the natural low probability of large parcels (large parcels are at the apex of the atomization cascade and rapidly disintegrate) and a result of insufficient data samples. A method to reduce this irregularly -apart from increase of the temporal data samples -is to widen the droplet sample bin-size (e.g. to 5μm) or through use of a curve-fit smooth function.
Parcel Velocity Statistics
The 'parcel' velocity components, for every 1μm size-bin, are calculated from the conservation of momentum of its constituent computational elements. Figure 6 presents the instantaneous joint droplet size -velocity distribution data for the streamwise droplet velocity component, for droplet size-bins of 1μm, at several instances after start of simulation. It also presents the average joint droplet size-streamwise velocity probability distribution data (obtained through ensemble averaging of the velocity of all droplets in 1μm size bins). Broadly, the data indicates a uniform injection (i.e. s treamwise) velocity, independent of the droplet size. 
THE LAGRANGIAN SPRAY SIMULATION
The Lagrangian spray simulation is performed with the commercial CFD code AVL-FIRE [16] . The conservation equations of droplet mass, momentum and energy are coupled to their continuum-phase counterparts, allowing for all droplet-air interactions. The code solves the Lagrangian conservation equations of the droplet momentum, mass and thermal energy with an explicit solution method, coupled to the implicit solution of the Eulerian continuumphase conservation equations.
The CFD code provides multiple models for the droplet secondary breakup, and sub-models for the droplet momentum, heat and mass transfer. In the present Lagrangian spray simulation, the processes that are included in the simulation are the droplet (secondary) breakup, droplet drag, droplet vaporization, turbulent dispersion, droplet-wall interaction and liquid-film formation. The dropletdroplet interactions (collision and coalescence) are ignored. The models employed in the present spray simulations are:
• Droplet evaporation [28, 29] • Droplet drag [30] • Droplet turbulent dispersion [31] These sub-models of the droplet thermo-fluid processes are commonly adopted as standard in the Lagrangian spary simulation codes. The present study does not attempt to improve or optimize these droplet sub-models, but to assess the overall simulation accuracy of using these models in conjunction with the primary breakup data extracted from the VOF-LES simulation.
In the present simulation, there is a requirement for a mathematical model of the droplet secondary breakup due to the droplet-air interactions. Only the droplet breakup due to the Kelvin-Helmholtz instability is considered: accordingly, a WAVE [32] type droplet breakup model is employed to express a rate equation for reduction of the radius of the parent droplet as: (8) Where τ a is the breakup time scale calculated as: (9) The constant C 2 is a model parameter that depends on the spray conditions and r stable is the radius of the product (post breakup) droplet which is proportional to the wavelength Λ of the fastest growth wave on the droplet surface (10) C 1 is a model parameter with a recommended original value of 0.61 [32] . C 1 and C 2 require adjustment based on the experimental spray data. The wave length and its growth rate Ω are evaluated from the following relations [33] :
With the dimensionless parameters Weber number (We g = ρ gas U 2 r/σ), Ohnesorge number (Oh = μ / √(ρσr) and T = Oh. We 0.5 evaluated based on the ambient gas and droplet properties.
The model parameters C 1 and C 2 are calibrated for optimum agreement of the predicted far-field droplet-size distribution (at Z=50mm downstream of the injector tip) with the laser diffraction measurement data. This is the only calibration performed in the present study. Subsequently, the parameter set is used without further adjustment in all the spray simulations performed. This allows ascertaining if one calibration parameter set will simultaneously yield accurate simulation of the far-field droplet-size pdf, the transient spray-tip penetration and the spray far-field geometry.
Spray Simulation Results
The Lagrangian spray simulations replicate the experimental set-up for the laser-diffraction spray droplet-size measurement, the spray shodowgraphic imaging and the "Hexcel" patternator measurement of the spray plume targeting.
The spray simulations pertain to a fuel system pressure of 10MPa, a pulse duration of 1.5ms and a total spray simulation time of 2.5ms, which correspond to the spray test conditions (total simulation time = hydraulic delay + injection duration). The fuel is n-Heptane and the droplet evaporation is accounted for in the simulation.
The spray stochastic initial conditions are generated through random selection of multiple droplets, in accordance with the size and probability distribution of Figure 5 , and assigned the appropriate injection velocity conditions with the aid of the joint droplet sizevelocity (streamwise and lateral components) distribution functions in Figures 6 and 7 . The droplet streamwise velocity (along the injector axis) is initialized according to the "average" velocity in Figure 6 , but the lateral velocities extracted from Figure 7 are randomized to ensure a trajectory angle 0 < β < average full cone angle. In this fashion, the spray near-field cone angle is determined by the data in Figure 7 . Figure 8 shows the spray simulation domain defined by a cylindrical surface (with imposed uniform ambient pressure boundary condition), the computational mesh and the location and volume of the laser diffraction beam (at Z=50mm downstream of the nozzle)
Spray Droplet Size Distribution
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for the spray far-field droplet size measurement. It displays the Lagrangin spray simulation result, at t=1.5ms after start of injection (ASOI), with the color scale displaying the droplet size distribution. Figure 8 clearly shows the continuous spray atomization along its propagation path. Figure 9 shows the extent of agreement in prediction of the droplet size pdf obtained with a basic droplet breakup model. This level of agreement owes to the broad spectrum of the initial droplet-size distribution in Figure 5 , statistically sampled as the spray initial condition. Figure 10 presents the single-shot spray shadow image and the corresponding statistical presentation of 30 images (from 30 injection events) displayed as the liquid presence probability, at t=1.5ms after start of injection. The data shows a high degree of spray plume-toplume similarity and shot-to-shot repeatability, except for the notable shot-to-shot spray front penetration variations. Figure 10 . Single-shot spray shadow image and the corresponding statistical liquid presence probability of 30 observations at t=1.5ms ASOI Figure 11 presents the spray simulation results at 1.5ms ASOI, which correspond to the spray imaging data in Figure 10 . The comparison shows excellent prediction of the spray spread angle and good agreement of the spray tip penetration, especially when compared to the statistically repeatable spray penetration data. In view of the fact that the spray spread angle is primarily determined by the primary breakup lateral velocity data in Figure 7 , the agreement provides supporting evidence of the capability of VOF-LES method in predicting reliable plume droplet velocity pdf.
Spray Spread Angle
Spray Development and Tip Penetration
The accurate prediction of the GDi spray structure, air interactions and the transient tip penetration is important due to its implication for reliable prediction of the mixture preparation and the spray-wall interactions in the CFD analysis of in-cylinder thermo-fluid processes. Figure 12 presents a comparison of the experimental data with the Lagrangian spray simulation of the spray temporal development. The experimental data is taken from a series of single-shot spray images (captured with increasing time delays from the start of injection) and therefore include the shot-to-shot variations. The Lagrangian simulation presents a single injection event. The results show excellent agreement of the spray structure and spray propagation, up to t=1ms ASOI, which lends credence to accuracy of the spray plume initial droplet-size and velocity conditions based on the VOF-LES results. Figure 13 presents the comparison of the predicted transient spray tip penetration with the experimental data, extracted from analysis of the high-speed imaging of 30 fuel injection events. The vertical bars present a measure of the ±3σ shot-to-shot spray-tip variations. The data shows highly repeatable tip penetration close to the nozzle and steady increase of the shot-to-shot spray tip penetration variation with distance from the injector. This suggests that the spray tip penetration variations are likely caused by the stochastic breakup and interactions with the air, although the fuel system pressure oscillations during the injection cannot be ruled out.
Figure13 confirms the excellent agreement between the spray tip measurement and simulation up to t=1 ms ASOI, observed in Figure  12 . For large time lapses (t > 1.5ms ASOI), the simulation underpredicts the average spray tip penetration (although within the ±3σ confidence band). This may be due to fuel system pressure oscillations (unaccounted for in the simulations) or associated with the calibrated droplet breakup parameter set, the droplet drag or the droplet vaporization models. Additional experimental data and simulation -under different injection and ambient conditions -are required for verification. 
Spray Targeting Pattern
Accurate prediction of the GDi spray pattern -and the observed deviation of the plume propagation trajectory from the nozzle hole axis [9, 34] -is of paramount importance for reliable CFD Lagrangian spray simulation. It primarily depends on accurate VOF-LES simulation of the nozzle flow and the nozzle-exit velocity distribution. Here, this is assessed through comparison of the simulation with the spray footprint pattern data obtained with the Hexcel patternator. Figure 14 presents the spray simulation domain, corresponding to the experimental setup. The Hexcel patternator is modelled as a solid surface that the spray droplets impact and adhere to, to form a liquid film. (In the spray simulation, no splash is permitted.) Figure 15 provides a comparison of the Hexcel measurement and the Lagrangin simulation of the spray plume targeting and foot-print geometry. It shows excellent agreement of the plume trajectory and close correspondence of the footprint geometry and the collected liquid mass distribution. The comparison shows a maximum error in locations of the plumes' centres of mass of about 1.5mm. It must be remarked that in Figure 15 (b), the differences between the simulated three plumes' footprint geometries and the liquid mass distributions are due to the applied randomization of the droplet initial sizevelocity conditions. 
SUMMARY AND OUTLOOK
This paper presents an investigation of the potential 'predictive' capability afforded by coupling of the VOF-LES method for plume primary atomization with the conventional Lagrangian stochastic spray simulation method. The methodology is applied to a purposebuilt high-pressure GDi 3-hole injector.
A detailed comparison of the Lagrangian spray simulation with the experimental spray characterization data shows good agreement with respect to the droplet size distribution (both the droplet-size spectrum and probability function) and excellent predictive capability with respect to the far-field plume trajectory, spread angle, tip penetration and the plume footprint geometry and the liquid mass distribution. These underscore the accuracy of the predicted primary breakup parcel velocity pdf.
The results are encouraging and demonstrate the potential of this methodology, in particular for analysis of the GDi multi-hole sprays where the nozzle geometry exerts a paramount influence on the nozzle flow, the jet velocity and turbulence fields and the primary breakup morphology.
In closing, the primary breakup of high pressure jets involves complex hydro-aerodynamics and its numerical simulation relies on sophisticated numerical schemes, accurate solution algorithms and adequate spatial resolution. The literature on the VOF-LES applications shows that the plume primary breakup morphology and macroscale can be predicted with confidence. The primary uncertainties in the present methodology relate to (1) nozzle flow cavitaion (unaccounted for in the simulation), and (2) the accuracy of the predicted primary breakup droplet size-distribution pdf. In order to address these uncertainties, phase-contrast X-ray imaging and quantitative data of the nozzle near-filed ligament-droplet size and velocity distributions, for relevant seat-nozzle geometry and fuel system pressures, are most valuable.
